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ver the past few months, I’ve had the good fortune of interviewing some
successful marketing executives. I’ve noticed a strange trend: when it comes to
their brands, they all talk candidly but clam up when the topic moves towards their
agency partners. Or, they speak their minds about their agencies, and peeves therein,
but request to keep most of it off the record.
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Now, when I walked into the Grey office to interview Yashaswini Samat, I
thought to myself, “If marketers are so cautious about discussing their creative and
media partners, how on Earth am I going to get an agency head to openly talk about
the one big-ticket client she has spent 25 years building – Procter & Gamble?”
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I was pleasantly surprised when Yash calmly fielded question after question about
P&G, without once flinching. I even asked her to react to the explosive statements
P&G’s global marketing boss Marc Pritchard has been making in the news of late.
For instance, about his desire to create a team of creative professionals hand-picked
from rival holding companies. Yash was woman enough to admit the idea did make
her uncomfortable at first.
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Speaking of women, Yash is the first one to head a major advertising agency in
recent times. Her appointment has opened up a discussion around the dearth of female
CEOs and MDs in Indian advertising – an industry full of women at lower levels.
Which is why we’ve peppered this article with the opinions of three senior women
who have been in the advertising industry long enough to opine on the problem, and
offer possible solutions.
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As for Yash, she makes it amply clear that while Grey, globally, makes an effort
to help women optimise their potential, she is the MD and chairperson of its India
ops because she’s bloody good at her job – not because Grey wanted to tick the box
on diversity.
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BISLERI FONZO

Developed Flavour
afaqs! Reporter spoke to Anjana Ghosh, director
marketing, Bisleri International, about the name
Fonzo, and the challenges of launching a new
drink. By Suraj Ramnath

L

ast week, Bisleri released a
TVC for its newly launched
mango-based carbonated
soft drink - Fonzo. The ad has
been conceptualised by FCB India.
Wavemaker is handling the media
duties for the brand.
Fonzo, which is priced at `18 for
a 250 ml bottle, is targeted at the age
group from 15-35, male and female.
afaqs! Reporter spoke to Anjana
Ghosh, marketing director, Bisleri
International, about the reason
behind naming the product Fonzo,
the challenges, competitors, and the
marketing strategy for their newly
launched drink.
With regard to how the brand
team decided to name the new drink
Fonzo, Ghosh says, “We did not hire
an expert or consultant, but Fonzo
happened two years ago. We thought
of the name while we were looking
at developing a flavour because we
found that consumers are looking
out for different variety and bored of
colas and lemon. So, we wanted to
introduce a new flavour and when we
did the research, we found out that
mango is a flavour which everyone
loves; but we did not want to go with
mango back then.”
She adds, “We had an earlier
combination of orange, mango and
peach. So, we did not know how to
name it. Someone from the team
came up with ‘Funzone’ someone
said ‘Alphonso’ and mixing all of
it we decided to keep it ‘Fonzo’.
Fonzo started because it is supposed

“Fonzo happened
two years ago. We
thought of the name
while we were
looking at developing
a flavour because we
found that consumers
are looking out
for different variety
and bored of colas
and lemon.”
ANJANA GHOSH
our distribution.”
What’s the challenge? Ghosh
responds, “The immediate challenge
that I see is my capacity because we
have to expand the production. We

Currently, Fonzo’s distribution is focused on
metros and close to 25 tier-two towns.
to be fun. The marketing team and
chairman together decided to cut
names from different words and came
up with Fonzo.”
Ghosh states that Bisleri’s
distribution has always been
its strength. “We have always
been extremely confident in our
distribution network. Currently, in
our distribution with Bisleri, we are
reaching out to five lakh outlets. We
have around 5,000 trucks across India
and that is the biggest asset that we
think we have on which we can ride
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have four plants across India and
we have earmarked eight plants to
start immediately as we are looking
at the demand-supply chain. As our
distribution penetrates into deeper
markets, we will need capacity.”
Currently, Fonzo’s distribution
is focused on metros and close to
25 tier-two towns. The TVC is
visible on GECs, sports, English
movies and news, Hindi movie and
news channels and kid’s channels.
The brand is also promoting Fonzo
through OOH, print, radio, digital

campaigns, and on-ground events.
“We have spent `60 crore on Fonzo’s
launch campaign”,
Ghosh adds.
The brand
will launch its
second phase of
the campaign in
September.
afaqs! Reporter
asked Ghosh what
lessons they learnt
from
Urzza’s
failure that Bisleri
didn’t want to
repeat with Fonzo’s
launch. Ghosh says,
“I would not call
Urzza a failure. Yes,
failure in the sense
that we were trying to
get into a segment of
energy drinks which is
a niche segment. Bisleri,
as an organisation, deals
in large volumes. In
a month we are selling
one and a half crore cases
of Bisleri all over India.
In this kind of a volumebased organisation, if you are
talking about a niche product
which has sales of over 20 lakh cases
entering a zone where Red Bull is

sitting with 20-25 lakh cases every
month and we want to take a bite of it,
we thought that this product, in our
kind of a distribution, will get lost.
So we purposefully moved out of the
niche segment.”
Since Fonzo is a mango-based
carbonated soft drink (CSD), it
competes directly with Parle’s Frooti
Fizz which was launched last year.
But Ghosh says, “We are not only
looking at just the Frooti or
Maaza segment but the entire
CSD segment. The volume is
huge. This is a `16,000 crore
category. We are just talking
about 25 lakh cases of what
Red Bull sells. This is a big
market and there is a pleasure
to fight.”
From a brand value point
of view, we asked Ghosh if
Fonzo is leaning on brand
Bisleri for its success. She
says, “Yes it is. Anyway,
I am riding on Bisleri’s
vans and salesmen so
definitely, Bisleri is
what we are riding on
and that is giving us an
edge.”
Very soon Fonzo will be out in
600 ml and one ltr bottle options. n
suraj.ramnath@afaqs.com
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Teasing Audiences

Nivea weaves the ‘Skip Ad’
button into the copy of its
newly released digital film
that’s been appearing
as a skippable
YouTube pre-roll ad. By
Deepashree Banerjee

T

he recent Nivea Aloe
Hydration Body Lotion ad,
launched in the last leg of
March and starring Anushka Sharma,
rolls open on a rather predictable
note with the Bollywood star talking
about how the lotion hydrates your
skin. However, things quickly take
a detour from the mundane format
when the actress says quite candidly,
“Okay, you can skip the ad. I’m
done. No, seriously, I’m done.”
The conceptualisation of this
digital ad campaign, sprinkled with
a fair amount of tongue-in-cheek
humour, has been executed by FCB
Interface.
Anushka goes on, repeating
the script in French all while still
requesting the viewer to skip and as
it continues, she proceeds to fill the
space by singing about the product,
articulating it the ‘Bollywood ‘way
and finally, uses subtitles. Even
Anushka seems bemused; “Khallas,
Finito,” she says, in a deliberate
attempt to bring closure. She even
tries to remind viewers that they
actually came to watch a video,
but are, instead, still watching the
ad that could have been skipped.

director calls it a wrap.
Although the new ad seems quite
interesting, as more often than not,
campaigns in this segment feel quite
preachy and follow the usual scripted
pattern, Nivea is not the first one to
play around with the whole “skip the
ad” concept.
Incidentally, the video also features
an embedded purchase link during
its run, allowing viewers to buy the
lotion online, should they choose to.
For the record, the skincare brand
has recently announced Bollywood

The video also features an embedded
purchase link during its run.
Conclusively, Anushka chooses to
walk away, since according to the
dialogue, the viewers (who reached
this part of the video) didn’t seem to
want to.
Interestingly, Nivea released its
Body Deodorizer campaign in June
2017 where that digital campaign also
plays on the eccentricities of digital
content and its consumption habits the bona fide impulse of the viewer,
in particular, to skip a film within the
initial five seconds. The ad depicts
Anushka, Nivea’s brand ambassador
for years, all geared up to talk about
the product and its benefits, but
before she can finish the script about
its ‘unique deodorizing formula’
or talk about its three variants, the
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actress Taapsee Pannu as its new face
for its shower gel category.
EXPERTS SPEAK
Gerard Jayaranjan, national
creative director, Social Kinnect,
doesn’t think the ad is effective
enough to serve the purpose, “... not
really. I don’t think what they are
saying is anything new. We have seen
‘hydrating the skin in summer’ ads
before; this one is part of the clutter.
Nothing stands out.”
And, will it help the sales grow?
Will the consumer purchase the
new product from the brand via
an e-commerce platform? Jayaranjan
answers, “Well, brand loyalists will
go for it. And since it’s the first time

“Brand loyalists will
go for it. And since
it’s the first time
Nivea has an Aloe
Vera body lotion,
the loyalists will
surely try it out.”
GERARD JAYARANJAN
Nivea has an Aloe Vera body lotion,
the loyalists will surely try it out. But
honestly, I don’t see fence-sitters
or new converts appearing purely
through this communication. As
mentioned earlier, there is nothing
new being said here or any good
reason for anyone to switch, apart

from Sharma, of course.”
Bikram Bindra, vice-president
and strategic planning head Delhi, Grey Group, thinks the ad
is certainly very single-minded. “It
is a classic example of a problem
definition and resolution through
a strong ingredient story in the
product. Having said that, I find it
a bit unimaginative. Could it have
highlighted the problem a bit more?
Could it have played around with
the ingredient story a bit more?
Certainly! It isn’t entertaining - there
is some novelty in the skippable ad
format, but this is heavily inspired
from the work that has been done
by a well-known international brand
and consumers who know, will see
the similarities.
“Though this isn’t something
particularly entertaining, the extreme
angularity of the communication
could help sales grow,” opines
Bindra. “There is certainly an effort
to build an immediate connect
to the condition with the brand which has a certain stickiness to
it. Purchase from e-commerce is
a function of several things - for
existing consumers of the brand, a
purchase online might be a more
linear move; for new recruits, there
might need to be a greater sensorial
play, which can happen only in the
real world,” he signs off. n
deepashree.banerjee@afaqs.com
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Changing Tack

The sharbat brand is targeting younger audiences. By Suraj Ramnath

R

oohAfza, the flagship sharbat
brand by Hamdard India, has
recently launched its new
TVC ‘#Ghulkejiyo’. The campaign
has been conceptualised by FCB
Ulka, directed by Jaydeep Sarkar and
produced by Bubble Wrap Films.
The new ad is targeted at the
youth. The target audience for the
brand is 13-34, male and female,
SEC A and B. Talking about the
competition for RoohAfza in the
syrups and concentrates category,
Mansoor Ali, chief sales and
marketing officer says, “In this `1,000
crore category there are brands like
Tang and Mapro among others and
we have about 45 per cent market
share. To me, anything which is a
thirst quencher or refreshment and
occupies a place on the shelf is my
indirect competition.”
He goes on to add, “Three to four
years ago RoohAfza was focused on
the north and central India, but no
longer. We have made marketing
attempts and done a lot of activation
work in the softer markets. Deep
south markets like Tamil Nadu and
Kerala are still the softer markets
for us than what we would like
them to be. We have consciously
launched a small pack of RoohAfza
- a trial pack - at a very economical
price.” Currently, the new TVC
is supported by digital, print and
outdoor campaigns.
Two years ago RoohAfza came up
with its ‘Lalach ek kala hai’ campaign,
sung by Sonu Nigam, to target the
youth, whereas this campaign ‘Ghulkejiyo’ - talks about unity in
diversity and the background song
from this ad is inspired by ‘Ye Hai
Bombay Meri Jaan’ sung by the late
Mohammed Rafi from the film CID
that released in 1956.
When asked how he plans to get
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a new set of consumers to drink
RoohAfza Ali’s response was, “It is
very important for us to talk about
us being the only natural refresher
and that our product is made out of
herbal, natural products. We bring
back the nostalgia and roots in our
communication that connects people
with RoohAfza.”
Since the loyal consumers of
RoohAfza have been the parents
and the grandparents who have been
buying it for years would packaging
be one of the challenges to attract the
youth? Says Ali, “We have extended
the RoohAfza franchise into a Tetra
Pak product which is fusion. We did
a pilot launch last year and we are
doing a launch again this year. That
is our ready to drink 200 ml Tetra
Pak which has RoohAfza mixed with
a fruit juice (Lychee, Mango and
Lemon flavours).”
Talking about the challenges,
Surjo Dutt, national creative head,
FCB Ulka, says, “The challenge was
to make a 100-year-old iconic drink
relevant for the youth of today. As
the idea ‘ghulke jiyo’ took shape, we
knew we had something that would
resonate across all ages.”
Last year, RoohAfza launched
Tetra Pak drinks - RoohAfza Fusion.
Interestingly, the new ad by the brand
doesn’t show this option despite it
wanting to stay relevant to the youth.
So we asked our brand experts if
RoohAfza’s strategy will work.
According to Samit Sinha,
managing partner, Alchemist Brand
Consulting, there is no strong cue
in the TVC that suggests that it is
exclusively targeting the youth. “The
cardinal sin in marketing is trying to
be all things to all people which to
my mind, is the main problem with
RoohAfza’s latest communication.”
He adds, “While this particular

“To me, anything
which is a thirst
quencher or
refreshment and
occupies a place
on the shelf is my
indirect competition.”
MANSOOR ALI
ad tries hard to make a virtue of
its versatility with the underlying
metaphorical theme of ‘mixing
well,’ it struggles under the weight
of the number of communication
objectives it seems to have set for
itself which, going by the film, appear
to be the following - It should be
made contemporary, yet with an oldworld charm; it should cut across all
demographics; it should demonstrate
its versatility of usage; it should
depict multiple usage occasions, and
it should do all this while attempting
to form an emotional connection
around creating harmony and
conviviality. Trying to additionally
depict the Tetra Pak drinks would
have overloaded it even more.”

Sinha believes that a classic
challenge often faced by marketers,
is how to keep a brand with an oldstyle legacy contemporary, without
diluting its heritage. “This has been
the issue with RoohAfza ever since
the advent of a plethora of offerings
in the beverages market, from
carbonated drinks to fruit-based
drinks in various modern packaging
formats”, he adds.
About the packaging, Sinha adds,
“The absence of a clear and sharp
brand strategy will also reflect in
its packaging and visual identity in
general. It is possible for brands to
retain an old-world look and yet be
highly appealing to the youth. Scotch
whisky brands and single malts, in
particular, manage to do this well,
making retro look cool.”
He adds, “It might be interesting
to look at a case study of a brand
that managed to make this transition
successfully. In the 1980s, Lipton Tea
in the US was struggling to shake off
the image of being associated with a
drink for ‘little old ladies.’ They took
that perception head-on and turned
it on its head.”
Harish Bijoor, brand expert and
founder, Harish Bijoor Consults Inc.
also believes that if the ad is about
targeting the youth, he doesn’t see
it enough, but he likes the productcentricity in the execution. “The
prime takeaway is unity and the
unitariness of our beings. It goes
well with the fact that RoohAfza is
not only a straight drink with plain
old water, but that it mixes with all
and everything, literally. RoohAfza is
the ultimate sweet mixer.”
He adds, “The brand does well to
avoid all its new avatars, which, I am
afraid, will be the bells and whistles
around the primary brand.” n
suraj.ramnath@afaqs.com
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Adding New Flavours

Durex Kohinoor launched a range of flavoured condoms. afaqs! Reporter spoke to Pankaj Duhan, marketing
director, RB Health, South Asia, about the campaign and brand research around it. By Sunit Roy

T

he flavoured condom market
in India seems to be overrun
due to high demand from
consumers. The category is primarily
dominated by Manforce followed by
other popular brands, which include
Moods, Skore, Kamasutra, et al
offering a range of flavours such as
chocolate, coffee, grapes, strawberry,
jasmine and many more. Last year,
Manforce launched ‘achaari’ flavoured
condoms. Out of these, however,
chocolate and strawberry are the most
popular among the consumers.
Following the trend, Durex, a
condom brand from the house of
Reckitt Benckiser (RB) Group,
announced its entry into the
segment with ‘#IshqKeLakhonRang’
campaign under the flagship of Durex
Kohinoor. The brand launched four
new flavours — Meetha Pan, Kaala
Khatta, Silky Chocolate and Juicy
Strawberry all developed keeping the
Indian tastes and preferences in mind.
In terms of the overall sale of
condoms in India, 79 per cent
constitute flavoured condoms.
Hence, by penetrating this segment,
Durex attempts to hit the sweet spot.
The new pack will be priced at `90
for a pack of 10 condoms and will be
available online as well as at physical
stores across the country.
But before zeroing on to the four
flavours, the brand conducted a sex
survey which revealed that 38 per
cent individuals indulge in roleplaying and that Indians are seeking
a variety in their sexual relationships.
The survey also revealed that one
in four individuals indulge in extramarital sexual relations which
indicates a troubling trend of marital
infidelities. One of the main reasons
for individuals to do so is their desire
to fulfil certain fantasies.
Talking about the initiative,
Pankaj Duhan, marketing director,
RB Health-South Asia, says, “Durex
conducts sex surveys globally every
year. In India, we wanted to do it on a
bigger level because it is a stigmatized
category and people don’t want to talk
about it or are very shy. Hence, this
survey was conducted to understand
consumers better and serve them
better.”
He adds, “The survey was
conducted online as well as offline.
During the study, we found some
amazing insights, for example, 95 per

“We are very
confident that as
we launch the new
flavours, the product
diversification will
actually change
the game.”
Pankaj Duhan
cent of Indians do not use condoms
and we already have a huge population.
This is an alarming situation!”
Also, through its newly-launched
flavoured condoms range the brand
paves the way for individuals to
elevate their sexual experience with
their existing partners by indulging in
‘Faithful Promiscuity’.
“When we indulged into the
perception side of it, we found out
that a lot of people actually fantasise
about different things and that
heightens their adventurous/playful
side of sex — this makes sex a lot
more enjoyable. Actually, 38 per cent
of people would like to indulge in
role-playing. Hence, the idea of ‘Ishq

Ke Lakhon Rang’ was born and we
decided to launch Durex Kohinoor
condoms in four different flavours,”
says Duhan.
This was translated into the creative
brief and the brand told the team at
Havas that Indian couples want to
experiment with their sexual lives.
The brand wanted experimentation to
be the central aspect of the campaign.
“Havas came up with the idea
of ‘Ishq Ke Lakhon Rang’, which
was centred around role-play. It was
all about faithful promiscuity. You
don’t have to be promiscuous to
have variety in your life. You can
indulgence in role-play and fulfil your
fantasies while being faithful. We all
liked this concept,” says Duhan.
The TVCs have been directed by
Maneesh Sharma of Sniper Films,

to launch ‘#MainAurMeriFantasy’
campaign? “We wanted to build a
conversation. We don’t want it to be
a one-way message delivery system.
That’s not what the brand is all about.
It’s a dialogue that’s going on because
we believe conversations impact
behaviour. So, the kind of reach that

The new pack will be priced at `90
for a pack of 10 condoms.
while the background score has
been created by famous Bollywood
composer Sameeruddin.
Durex launched an interesting
social media campaign before the new
flavours were announced. The brand
launched the ‘#MainAurMeriFantasy’
campaign that offers viewers a
glimpse into real-life sexual fantasies
of Indians. Durex also roped in
Sexpert, Dr Mahender Watsa, who
took over the brand’s social media
handle to answer queries related
to sexual fantasies from the online
audience. As part of the campaign,
the official Twitter page of the brand
posted a series of confessional videos
(re-enactments) where people spoke
about their sexual escapades.
afaqs! Reporter asked Duhan, why
the brand chose Twitter as a platform

Twitter has, it was an ideal platform
for us to build the conversation with
consumers,” replies Duhan.
AIMING TO TRAP MARKET
The RB Group is very serious
about the Indian market and its
consumers. Previously, it launched an
ad film for DurexAir condoms, which
they positioned as a product that will
guarantee ‘full satisfaction’ to users.
Now, two TVCs have been launched
as part of the ‘#IshqKeLakhonRang’
campaign, and there will be more
coming up at different phases in the
near future. Through this campaign,
Durex is not just looking at the share
growth, rather, the brand aims to
address a bigger purpose — make
people talk about sex and make it part
of the larger conversation.

>>
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Meet the first
woman to head a
major ad agency
in recent times.
By Ashwini Gangal

“It’s time to
re-invent”
Y
ashaswini Samat joined
Grey in 1993 (then
Trikaya Grey), at a time
when the agency was
looking for talented people
to work on the new P&G business. It was
an era when the agency’s founder Ravi
Gupta made sure that the business team
sat far from the creative team lest the suits
“contaminate” the creative atmosphere.
At Grey, Yash, as she is fondly known,
has worked on the P&G business in
Malaysia (four years; handled Pantene
for south-east Asia and India; clients in
Bangkok), Singapore (four years; handled
the Philippines, Indonesia, India markets),
London (two years; handled planning for
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Central, Eastern Europe and Middle
East), India (four years; handled Pantene
for all of Asia, including China, Japan,
south-east Asia and India), New York
(two years; looked after Pantene globally),
and India again (2014 onwards; handled
all P&G brands across Asia, including
south-east Asia, China, Japan, India and
recently, Middle East and Africa).
Recently, Yashaswini was promoted to
lead GREY Group India as chairperson
and managing director. She has over three
decades of industry experience, 25 of them
in GREY, cutting her teeth on the P&G
account. Edited Excerpts:
In what way has this promotion

changed things for you?
For me, it’s a big change.
My career path has been driven
by work on one massive client P&G - across brands, disciplines
and countries. So, it’s about going
deep into one client versus heading
a company by working across a large
number of diverse clients - P&G
will be one of them, but there are
many others - like GSK, Ferrero,
Volvo, Dell, IndianOil, Raheja, some
government accounts...
As a business leader, my role
has become bigger; leading your
company for a country comes with a
lot of new implications.

The official communiqué around
your promotion was titled ‘First
woman to lead Grey India’. Does
this fact make it more special
for you or would you rather not
‘genderise’ it?
There are no black and white
answers. Do I believe this industry
has been very fair to women? I don’t
think so. Don’t you think it’s strange
that in our industry, at lower levels
we have more women than men and
as seniority increases women just
disappear? So yes, that is an issue.
I give a lot of credit to Grey; it
allows people to drive their career the
way they want to, as long as they’re
doing a good job. This helped me.
It’s important for companies to make
it easy for women to stay. Very few
women reach the top in our industry.
But I’m not here because I’m a
woman and because Grey wanted to
tick the box on diversity. It’s too big a
job; it’s too important. All of us who
are in these roles are there because
we are bloody good.
You’ve worked on P&G across
geographies, over 25 years. How
have the challenges changed?

oe

“There are fewer women in
the final run to the top because many of us may have
dropped out of the journey
along the way. In my view,
the solution lies in encouraging women to join and
continue their career path.
Understand the challenges,
and create solutions and
opportunities. A diversity
ratio is not a number. It is
a strong productivity driver.
Something we cannot afford
to ignore.”
Babita Baruah
Managing Partner
Global Team Blue, WPP

(The views expressed are personal)

In many ways. When I went to
Malaysia (1999-2002), that was the
time P&G was moving from ‘country’
to ‘regional’ operations, especially
on communication development. It
was new - people were not used to
‘regional’ dictating things to them...
I learnt how to get work done
through ‘influence’, from people
who don’t necessarily report to you. I
also learnt how people from different
cultures work. For instance, they
may not be as loud, argumentative
and strategic as Indians, but they’re
very creative, insightful and much
better at things like innovation.
During my Singapore years (20022006), while the ‘regionalisation’ of
P&G was increasing, the flux period
was over. The regional operations
were set up by then. Challenges
included getting work that’s creative
enough for different countries... how
regional should you go for scale and
efficiency? How local can you get?
Tell me about your time at
London...
By the end of the Singapore stint, I
wanted a change. I didn’t want to make
another film for the next five years! I
took on a planning role. I was living
in London (2006-07) but travelled to

“I do not think there
was an issue with
women rising to the
top levels in agencies.
When I started my
career in the ‘90s, I
had three intelligent,
driven and successful
women at very senior
levels to look up to, in Lintas - Meenakshi
(Madhvani) Menon, Prabha Parameshwaran,
Nishi Suri. They went on to head companies
even outside of advertising.
In fact, what inspired me about them was
a fab balance of effectiveness, endurance
and empathy. They delivered results every
time, and were focused on performance. I
would believe if you spot professionals with
this combination and that leadership trait,
they must be elevated to the highest level to
deliver their best possible. Doesn’t matter if
they are female or male.
There are fantastic live examples in media
companies for more than a decade now.
Women leaders are in abundance there.”

“It is weird, isn’t it? Given
that there are enough
women in leadership
positions across other
sectors like banking,
marketing and media,
including creative fields
like film writing, direction
and design.
Impossible to pinpoint exact reasons but hazarding a guess, I would say it could be a mix of some
women holding themselves back, lesser chances of
a sane work-life balance and the pretty overt sexism camouflaged as harmless banter amongst the
‘good old boys’ club’ in agencies (Mad Men 2.0).
Firstly, irrespective of gender, we need to ‘earn’
those roles. There is zero substitute for hard work,
effort and talent. Secondly, we ourselves need
to step up and ‘ask’ for those roles if we feel we
truly deserve them. And in doing so, let’s also be
cognizant of ‘what it takes’ to lead. It’s not a rose
garden. And about the boys’ club, I’d say just walk
right through it. Sure, call out a bias/wrong doing if
you see it, but most importantly, keep walking. We
don’t need a Jane Walker to tell us that.”

Sandhya Srinivasan
Managing Partner & Chief Strategy Officer
L&K Saatchi & Saatchi

“I think the
most stressful
period is what we’re
all going through now
- as an agency and
an industry.”
Beirut,
Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Russia, Turkey... it
was great. I enjoyed not being the
account management leader. But
after a few years, I started missing
being head of the business; I’ll be
honest – I missed the power.
After spending the next four years
in India (2008-12), you went to
New York and returned after two
years to lead P&G across Asia...
I loved working at New York
(2012-14), but that was also the time
P&G’s troubles started; Pantene
wasn’t doing well... so that brought
in lot of stress. It was really tough.
But it was also exciting because we
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completely re-looked the way we did
communication on Pantene.
When I came back to India, the role
was not so brand driven. I didn’t work
on day-to-day brand communication;
I worked on figuring out local (Asia)
opportunities for P&G. It was a move
from equity-driven communication
to building activation, digital,
shopper capabilities within Grey, to
get some of that business too. It was
challenging as that’s not ‘assigned
business’; the agency has to fight
for it.
What were the three most
challenging phases of your
career?
The most stressful period is what
we’re all going through now - as
an agency and an industry - this is
the first. Our FMCG clients are
struggling. They’re pushing back and
asking us to change the way we
work... they want us to be more
efficient, agile, cheaper, and more
attuned to the digital world. So,
the last couple of years have been
stressful, but also exciting. It’s time
to do new things and re-invent the
agency.
Second - my time in New York
(the P&G crisis explained above).

Malvika Mehra
Founder & Creative Director
Tomorrow Creative Lab

Third - my last couple of years at
Singapore: I felt P&G was putting a
lot of pressure on us; I was frustrated.
In hindsight, pfft, what was I
complaining about? I was stressed
for nothing.
Speaking of pressure, recently,
Marc Pritchard (P&G’s global
marketing boss) said he wants to
build a new agency model that
pools in talent from different
holding companies. Do you think
that kind of model would ever
work in India?
He said that in the context of
fabric care, yes. And Downy (fabric
softener brand from P&G) is a big
account for Grey (overseas). The
bigger question is - what do we feel
about that kind of model? Yes, it did
make us a little uncomfortable when
we first heard it.
But you know what? It’s a new
world. Everyone is trying new things
to see what works. We should be open
to new ways. If we think something’s
not working, we can pull back. The
days of a blueprint are dead. You
have to keep evolving.
So, we should see how this model
does and what happens with it. If it
does well, then why not?

>>
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Makeover Time

Adding New...

As Kurkure goes to market with its newly re-designed packs, afaqs!
Reporter speaks to the brand about the effort. By Ashwini Gangal

A

s ready-to-eat snack brands fight for shelfspace and try to make the consumer’s
roving ‘retail eye’ swerve in their direction,
Kurkure, PepsiCo’s flagship snack brand, has upped
its chances by giving its packaging a makeover.
This point of sale-focused project was a
collaboration between Pune-based design and
strategy firm Elephant, PepsiCo India’s marketing
team and PepsiCo’s global design team from
New York led by designer Mauro Porcini.
Jagrut Kotecha, vice president, snacks category,
PepsiCo India, tells afaqs! Reporter, “The final set
of designs are the result of an intense 12-monthlong exercise. We had the country’s top packaging
design agencies pitch for this project, and finally
partnered with Elephant Design... The new
packaging highlights the ‘kitchen ingredients story’,
and distinctly sets apart one flavour from the other.
The new packaging displays ‘product format’ on
each pack, making it easier to distinctly understand
the offering of each variant and distinguish it from
other brands including local and me-too players.”
According to team PepsiCo’s research, a
consumer generally takes less than seven seconds
to make a purchase decision when buying a snack.
When it comes to the pack, the first thing the
consumer notices is the colour, followed by the
shape, brand name and finally the key ingredients.
“The brief,” Kotecha tells afaqs! Reporter,
“was to get a design which catches attention at
the cluttered point of sale and helps consumers
navigate through the range quickly.”
Because the Indian palate changes every 100
kilometres, Kotecha and team focused on creating
region-specific flavours, for example, ‘Punjabi
Chatka’ ‘Chilli Chatka’ and ‘Green Chutney
Rajasthani Style’ for the North, and ‘Hyderabadi
Hungama’ and ‘‘Naughty Tomato’ for the South.
“Variants such as ‘Solid Masti’ are favoured in
the West; we have namkeen offerings such as
‘Murmura Mix’, which are loved in the East.
We’ve launched Kurkure ‘Trangles’ in two
variants — Mango Pickle for the North and East
and Lime Pickle for the South and West,” he says.
A new flavour/variant takes anywhere
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between 12 and 18 months to roll-out, from
conceptualisation to launch, we learn.
The brand team will promote the new packaging
over the next few weeks across TV, print, digital,
radio and outdoor media. The task facing Ashwini
Deshpande, co-founder, director, Elephant, was to
give the brand a cohesive architecture and visual
language. “The starting point,” she shares, “was to
find out everything about the brand, the products,
the consumers, and also the competitive set. We
wanted to know what makes this brand so popular,
what consumers like or dislike about it, and their
navigation pattern while selecting formats, flavours
and pack sizes. Most of the times, path to selection
is the key to decisions around brand architecture,
tone of voice and communication hierarchy.”
By way of preparation for this assignment,
team Elephant studied the brand’s previous
communication, packaging, and consumer research
pieces that were available with PepsiCo. “This
helped us find more relevant and brand-aligned
ideas as the next step,” says Mayuri Nikumbh,
design director – communication design, Elephant.
The colourful new packs almost scream out
at you with large images of what’s inside, be it
the product itself or the ingredients that they are
made with. She explains, “Product shot can be the
biggest champion in creating desire and impulse
value for a pack...” all in a bid to create greater
shelf-impact and “pop value” at any retail outlet.
“The new design draws attention to the shape of
snack as that is what the consumer interacts with.
So shapes like triangle or spiral or cups were
brought to life (on the packs),” she says.
When working with a brand most consumers
are already familiar with, the challenge is to make
good on its existing ‘visual equity’. “This is even
more relevant for smaller SKUs that go across
every corner of the country where people may
not even read the messages (on the pack),” says
Deshpande, “Similarly, the familiarity of the blue
logo in its peculiar shape played up very high in
every consumer conversation. So we decided to
continue drawing on that equity.” n
ashwini.gangal@afaqs.com

“Whenever we do any such campaigns, we
keep in mind how the category conversation is
going on. When we launched Durex Condoms’
commercials we registered an increase in
online search results for condoms by 30 per
cent. So, as we start talking about the fantasies,
it’s not only about sex; we will destigmatize the
category and move it forward,” says Duhan,
further adding, “The idea is about faithful
promiscuity. That’s the whole idea behind the
campaign. The insights that we got from the
survey are going to be used for framing our
innovation plans.”
The brand tested more than a dozen
flavours by taking them to the consumers and
among them, the final four were shortlisted.
“We are very confident that as we launch the
new flavours, the product diversification will
actually change the game,” says Duhan.
As part of the strategy, ‘#IshqKeLakhonRang’
will have a very strong digital leg while TVCs
will be aired pan-India. It will be done in seven
different languages as well. The campaign will
also have a very strong in-store component.
Also, considering the new ruling that allows
TV channels to air condom advertisements only
between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am, the brand’s
strategy to launch ‘#MainAurMeriFantasy’
on Twitter, can be considered a smart way to
remain connected with its audience.
NICE MOVE?
afaqs! Reporter asked the experts if the
current communication would be accepted by
those who have a problem with condom ads or
talking about sex in the first place? And will it
help the sales grow further?
According to Anusheela Saha, group creative
director, FCB Ulka, fantasies are an integral
part of our sexuality and the act of role-playing
is not uncommon for those couples who like
to push the envelope. “It’s commendable the
way the ad pulls it off, especially where the
woman fantasizes about the man as a typical
Hindi Cinema ‘Bad Boy’! It’s sensual and
funny,” she says.
Further, Saha says, “India has witnessed
many flavoured condoms ads before, however,
I find the intrinsically Indian flavour concepts
of Meetha Paan and Kala Khatta, the idea
of #IshqKeLakhonRang, with the nuance of
role-playing between a husband and a wife,
very fresh. It cuts clutter in this category.”
Upasana Roy, head of strategy, India Digitas, says, “The communication strategy
and creative demonstration mostly cater to
the sensibilities of an evolved urban audience:
the premium urban setting with experimental
outlook towards sex and the appreciation of
the aesthetic representation of the ‘desi’ quirk
or flavours, whatever we choose to call it; all of
these would work as a method to strengthen
the existing consumer base and brand recall,
but not really an expansion plan that will allow
new users to easily enter the category.” n
sunit.roy@afaqs.com
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TAPROOT DENTSU / THE NEW BUSINESS

A New Friendship
Taproot Dentsu associates with Shiv Sethuraman’s The New Business. By News Bureau

S

hiv Sethuraman, founder, The
New Business, says, “Our
industry, like many others, is
at a crossroads. The wiser and more
proactive leaders understand that
their businesses must morph quickly.
They also realise that revenue sources,
in a few years from now, are going
to be considerably different from

Business was a heartening experience.
Their ability to understand, process
and value-add into the brief is very
sound. They work to a plan, stay
the course and deliver as promised.
Shiv’s experience of running
communication organisations and
his easy understanding of business
strategy makes all the difference.

The New Business specialises in growth
and business development services for the
Marketing Communications industry.
what they are today. Working on this
project with Taproot Dentsu was
intense, illuminating and ultimately,
very enriching. We are privileged
to work with an organization of the
calibre of Taproot Dentsu and a man
of such calibre as Umesh.”
Umesh Shrikhande, CEO, Taproot
Dentsu adds, “Working with The New

Getting counsel that is tempered by
pragmatism is always a great idea.
Our best wishes to them for a strong
future”.
The New Business specialises in
growth and business development
services
for
the
marketing
communications
industry.
Established in July 2017, it

Umesh Shrikhande

counts amongst its clients, a wide
spectrum of Agencies such as WPP,
Landor, Taproot Dentsu, Candid

“It’s time to...

I’m glad you brought up the ‘old world’,
because I want to know what you make of
all the ‘new’ talent out there – independent
creative freelancers, content creators,
creative boutiques. They’re a threat to big
agencies...
We’re aware of it. As we re-invent, we want
to play to our strengths, but we know there are
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Marketing, Thinkstr and OnAds
Communications. n
feedback@afaqs.com

integrate some skills into our teams, others can
be bought or borrowed. Some expertise should
be left outside...

<<

Sure, but does this model bring with it a
sense of loss of power? The client has always
been powerful, but now more than ever...
When the client dictates how the agency
should function, yes it does bring with it a loss
of power. But the reality is that clients are more
vocal and more heard today. And we ourselves
are doing different things to change our model;
we try new things every day.
There are many small agencies that have
started out with very different models. It’s easier
for them - it’s easier when you have no big
business to defend and no baggage of the ‘old
world’, which all old agencies have.
What Marc wants to try for fabric care is out
there and talked about... but everyone is trying
new stuff, models and so are we. It’s a little bit
of tough love, but it’s fine. Every time Marc says
something there’s a lot of chatter and controversy,
but he’s provocative to make a point...

Shiv Sethuraman

What’s your plan for Grey? Any wrongs that
you want to right?
Sunil (Lulla, former chairman and managing
director, GREY Group India) has done a great
job to stabilise a lot of things, to make Grey more
non-traditional in its thinking – but I think it
needs to go much farther.
I want to build capabilities on digital, social,
e-commerce and content play – we need to get
better at that. We need to think more about retail,
and about how data (WPP Kantar) powers our
creativity. We need to start looking at
cheap and agile production.
Also, as clients ask for the
‘agency of the future’, we
also need the ‘client of the
future’... they also need to
work differently, with us.

“I want to
build capabilities
on digital, social,
e-commerce and
content play - we
need to get better
at that.”

things that we need to change.
We’re working on it. Twenty
years ago, ‘the agency’ was
supposed to die. That didn’t
happen, did it? Clients want
those amazing, interesting
things from content players
and digital agencies, but they
also want the strategic thinking,
the ideation and the cohesive business
management that we, big agencies, can do.
People who work in big agencies come with a
certain ‘training’ and that will always be needed...
‘Content’ is a broad word. While we must

When it comes to the
way clients perceive
Grey, what is your
biggest pain point?
We have a creative heritage,
which, between then and now,
has become patchy. I want Grey to
be known for its creative product. We
have two famous campaigns every year; I want it
to be five. n
ashwini.gangal@afaqs.com
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Drawing Parallels

LinkedIn — the professional networking site recently launched a mass media campaign. afaqs! Reporter
analyse LinkedIn the product - and LinkedIn the advertiser. By Sankalp Dikshit

I

n May 2003, LinkedIn was
launched in the US as a social
networking platform connecting
job seekers with recruiters. This was a
time when the world was untouched
by online-vanity-platforms since
websites such as Facebook and Orkut
were yet to see the light of the day;
both launching a year later. As time
passed, people saw utility in LinkedIn
and warmed up to the website’s
interface designed strictly for business
and not fluff. However, what no one
saw coming was that after achieving a
massive 546 million user-base in over
200 markets, LinkedIn, in 2018, will
begin to closely resemble its distant
cousin, Facebook.
For a long time, LinkedIn was
deemed a lacklustre platform
having limited use cases, thereby,
commanding little user-engagement
time. In addition, users were conscious
of the fact that as a platform, LinkedIn
was depicting their professional life.
But that has changed over time.
As people became increasingly
comfortable
with
LinkedIn’s
ecosystem, they realised they could
post statuses, pictures, videos and also,
like and comment on posts, just like
they could on Facebook. What began
as a platform encouraging users to post
statuses about job openings, has now
transformed to accommodate posts
about one’s everyday experiences
ranging from wishing their favourite

presumably introduced to lighten up
conversations on the platform. And
the similarity doesn’t end here — like
Facebook, LinkedIn too has come
up with its first TV campaign in the
Indian market titled, ‘#InItTogether’.
Given the circumstances at hand,
one is forced to wonder if it is the
users who are nudging LinkedIn
to be the intellectual equivalent of
Facebook or if, in fact, LinkedIn itself
is pushing for a transition in order to
evolve as a more marketable property.
If we consider the latter possibility,
one must not forget that Microsoft, in
2016, acquired LinkedIn at a staggering
price of $26.2 billion, making it the
biggest deal for Microsoft so far, after

Like Facebook, LinkedIn too has come up
with its first TVC titled, ‘#InItTogether’.
actress a happy birthday or worse,
sharing good-morning messages!
Ashutosh Negi, national creative
director, Magnon/TBWA, opines,
“From the content perspective,
sometimes you don’t even realise if
you are on Facebook or LinkedIn
till the time you see their respective
logos. There is a thin line between
the two platforms now.” A thought
resonated by many, particularly
after the re-designing of LinkedIn’s
interface in 2012 which made it
look and feel increasingly such as
Facebook to the extent that icons of
images/videos were also present in
the same places on both platforms.
Moreover, one is reminded of
Facebook’s story-feature when using
LinkedIn’s new video filters which are
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the costly mistake that the Nokia
acquisition was. While LinkedIn’s
contribution to Microsoft’s revenue
was $1.3 billion during the last quarter
of 2017, LinkedIn continues to reel
under pressure to expand revenue for
Microsoft. It can be observed that the
platform which, till now, had talentsolutions as a major component of its
monetisation policy is now turning
towards advertising as a key revenue
source. Incidentally, only two days
ago, LinkedIn launched its video
option to advertise sponsored content
and company pages — a feature which
has been operational on Facebook for
quite some time
However, solely attributing
LinkedIn’s expansion goals for its
resemblance to Facebook may not be

“From the content
perspective,
sometimes you don’t
even realise if you
are on Facebook
or LinkedIn till the
time you see their
respective logos.”
ASHUTOSH NEGI
entirely fair. During its initial years,
LinkedIn’s target audience was not
as diverse as it stands today. Roger
Pua, senior director, brand marketing
and communications, LinkedIn
Asia Pacific and China, tells us that
students and career-starters are
currently the fastest growing segments
of the company. “We want to be sure
that LinkedIn is playing a key role
in helping them to get a (first) job,
expert knowledge and professional

advice,” he informs.
While there may be many social
media platforms, all of them witness
overlapping users. If LinkedIn is
seeing youngsters as a rising user
base then it would not be incorrect
to assume that this audience will
also be active on Snapchat, Facebook
or Instagram (platforms which are
readily associated with the youth).
Hence, content seepage is bound to
occur.
Also, the brand’s latest Indian
campaign portrays professionals from
different walks of life. Pua shares,
“Our campaign in India sought to
bring to life the tones and nuances
of a range of professionals and the
lives they live - a photographer, chief
executive officer, software engineer,
and teacher.”
Negi points out, “LinkedIn was
earlier purely a networking site for the
corporates. Now they want to open
up the door for other professionals
as well like musicians, photographers
and cartoonists, among others.” The
presence of individuals working in a
range of diverse professions is likely
to further push the variety of content
being splashed across LinkedIn.
In India, LinkedIn has a 47
million-plus user base making it the
largest market for the company after
the US. “In India, we’ve come a long
way from 2009 when we set up our
first office in the country and had just
over three million members. India is
also one of the few markets where we
have R&D teams on the ground. We
also launched LinkedIn Lite, an app
that was made in India for the Indian
market (and has subsequently been
introduced across the globe) by our
locally-based team to enable people
to access opportunities on LinkedIn,
particularly if they are in areas where
internet connectivity is not ideal,”
shares Pua.
The campaign, ‘#InItTogether’,
which has been running on Indian
TV screens during the IPL matches,
is, in fact, a global one. Launched
earlier this year in the US, the Indian
market is second in line in terms of
the campaign’s release. Other Asia
Pacific regions will also see the launch
of this campaign in May 2018. The
Indian rendition of the campaign has
been crafted by The Glitch. n
sankalp.dikshit@afaqs.com
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Speaking out
Loud & Clear
afaqs! Reporter spoke to Raymond’s marketing
head, who clarified that ‘The Complete Man’
philosophy is here to stay. By Ashwini Gangal

W

hen it comes to creative
briefs, Madhu S Dutta,
head, marketing, Raymond,
has a simple mantra: “Garbage
in, garbage out. I’m a believer of
clear, simple briefs, without much
layering. We shouldn’t have to write
a footnote at the end of the creative
for people to understand it. We’re
not just selling garments. We’re in
the business of communication. It’s
about storytelling.”
Dutta joined Raymond in October
2014, before which she was marketing
chief at Pantaloons Fashion and
Retail. Before moving to the brand
marketing world in 2004 (Tanishq
- 2004-08; World Gold Council 2008-12), Madhu was an advertising
executive; she worked at Lintas (now
MullenLowe Group, 2001-03) and
Ogilvy (2003-04). Over breakfast at
Brooke Bond Taj Mahal Tea House
(Bandra, Mumbai), I spoke to her
about the apparent make-over that
the brand’s advertising seems to have
undergone of late.
About her ‘Raymond Whites’
campaign
(2016;
Autumn
Worldwide), around the classic
white shirt in every man’s wardrobe,
Madhu says, “It was about a very
simple thing, a white shirt – the
one that’s ‘taken for granted’. But
simple things are at times the most
difficult.” To go about the challenge
of marketing it, Madhu likened ‘the
white shirt’ in a man’s wardrobe
to ‘the little black dress’ in a lady’s
wardrobe. “I can’t think like a man,
so I approached it from the point of
view of the little black dress — it’s
there in your wardrobe, it ‘does’
so many things for you, everything
depends on how you accessorise it
and create occasions around it. That
was my one line brief...”
Earlier this year, Raymond
launched a script-heavy campaign
around its ‘All Black Collection’
(Grey, Autumn Worldwide); in
the ad film, a visually impaired
protagonist plays a slam poet. “It
was a huge risk. People could have
slapped the daylights out of us. I

can bet very few clients would have
bought that script. But we believed in
it,” says a confident Madhu, adding,
“...If you’re not creative you can’t
be a good marketer... you’ll only
buy ‘safe’ ads. The media agency
(Madison) will do the buying; they
can’t tell you what kind of creative
you should place. That, the marketer
has to be clear about.”
Another brief she worked closely
on is the one that led to Raymond’s
first campaign around linen (2015;
Famous Innovations, 22feet). She
recalls, “...Linen was a new category
we were getting into; the business
objective was high. It was part of
our ‘full wardrobe strategy’. The
challenge was – since Raymond is
known for its wool, it was almost
like being a new entrant in the linen
category. So, we decided to start
the proposition with the concept
of purity and played on the design
accordingly...”
When it comes to the visual
language of Raymond’s ads, there’s
been a visible shift of late: In the past,
the brand’s ads were hero-led and
centered on a specific relationship
in the life of this handsome, suited,
perfect man, who played the son, the

Dutta: sharing ‘agency peeves’

do one in the next few months.
We’ve been doing more product-led
communication...”
Of late, men have started
subscribing to what she calls “the
good living” philosophy in a big way.
“Be it their attitude towards getting
pedicures or eating gourmet food,
there’s a whole vocabulary around
the way men consume fashion and
lifestyle,” Madhu notes. This reality
has impacted the brand’s creative
renditions, as is evident in the new
visual language of its recent ads.
Take for example, the brand’s
new Dandi March-inspired Khadi
campaign, ‘The Story Re-spun’
(Autumn Worldwide). The imagery
in the ad is so stylised, the overall
treatment and creative sensibilities
quite unlike the classic ol’ Raymond
ad film. So much so that one wonders
whether Raymond is trying to overcompensate for the fact that it’s going

Earlier this year, Raymond launched a scriptheavy campaign around its ‘All Black Collection’.
student, the lover, the dog lover, the
dad, and more recently, the happyto-stay-at-home dad. Today, though,
one sees more generic imagery that’s
skewed in favour of the aesthetics
of the fabric, as opposed to a
‘protagonist’. And oh, the men in
Raymond’s ads have become more
model-like. Is this intentional?
Incidental? Or am I over analysing?
“The third one,” answers Madhu,
with a smile, “And it’s not just you.
Most people are misinterpreting
it.” She goes on to clarify, “Our
‘The Complete Man’ philosophy
continues. It’s just a coincidence that
we haven’t come up with a ‘TCM
ad’ for a couple of seasons – we’ll

to market with khadi, a fabric we
don’t readily associate with style.
Heritage, yes, but not fashion.
“Honestly, no, we didn’t try
hard for that...” she says, adding
nevertheless, “We’ve consciously
brought in fashion sensibilities
and stylised silhouettes. It’s about
making it relevant. I can’t show a
fuddy-duddy representation and say
I want to be the leading fashion
brand for men. I’m not an FMCG
brand; fashion is consumed basis
what you see. Fashion is not a
problem-solution category. We
want to delight visually.” And sure
enough, the brand’s investment on
static mediums such as billboards,

mall facades, and print, has increased.
“People come into our stores with
cut-outs of our magazine ads saying
‘I want this’...” she smiles.
The Khadi campaign was a risky
affair, what with it dipping into
Gandhi’s non-cooperation movement
for inspiration. After all, the angry
Indian troller lurks in the shadows,
just a tweet away. What was the
boardroom discussion around this idea
like? “When you work on something
with such a strong historical feel to
it, one has to be careful. It was about
deciding how far we could go with it
and where we should stop... working
on Khadi is a huge responsibility.
We didn’t want to trivialise history...
one can’t be frivolous with Khadi or
demean it in any way, but we didn’t
want it to look like a ‘15th August ad’
either... we wanted to break the kurtaand-bandi stereotypes around khadi
and make this fabric fashionable,”
admits Madhu.
afaqs! Reporter asked her whether
she ever finds herself drawing on her
own past experience as an account
executive when dealing with her
present day agency partners. At
Lowe Kolkata, she was part of the
core team on the ITC account and
worked closely with R Balki and KV
Sridhar (Pops). During her time at
Ogilvy Kolkata she recalls working
closely with Piyush Pandey.
“Definitely, it helps knowing both
sides,” she says, adding with candour,
“But a client who has worked on
the agency side is not good news for
agencies – When agencies say they
need 20 days to think about one
campaign, I know they’re faffing! Or
when they say they need five days for
something, I know it actually takes
five hours.” n
ashwini.gangal@afaqs.com
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TROPICANA

The Glam Quotient

afaqs! Reporter spoke to Vineet Sharma - brand manager, Tropicana, about the brand’s new ‘My Health
My Way’ campaign featuring Katrina Kaif. By Sunit Roy

T

ropicana, the beverage
brand marketed by PepsiCo,
recently
released
its
‘#MyHealthMyWay’ campaign. The
brand has roped in Bollywood star
Katrina Kaif as its first-ever brand
ambassador for India.
Conceptualised and created by J.
Walter Thomson (JWT), the film
has been produced by 10Films. The
TVC features a series of health-hacks
from today’s fast-paced millennials,
reflecting their ‘My Health My Way’
lifestyle. It shows Katrina making
time for her morning run even before
the sun rises, a young professional
effortlessly cycling at her desk while
working, a young woman using her
grocery bags for weight-lifting, a
boy walking his energetic dog, and
a young man doing push-ups with
his sister sitting on his back. Each of
them finds their own way to adopt
fitness and Tropicana offers them a
convenient format to add nutrition
to their routine.
The brand conducted thorough
research before launching the
campaign. “When we went to the
consumers, the first thing that we
found was people were concerned
about their health at a much younger
age. So, we wanted to know what
the notion of health was that the

as part of their research, was that
health for different consumers
meant different things. For different
people, being healthy has a different
definition — for some, it may be
doing a particular physical activity,
while for others it may be just a jog in
the park. Hence, the expression was
‘I want to be healthy, but I want to
be healthy my way.’ This concluded
the notion that the youth of today
want to be healthy, but don’t want to
be told how to be healthy; they want
to make their own choices.
“Hence, we coined this term
‘My Health, My Way’ that has two
elements — first: ‘Health, as a way
of self-expression’, and second:

who looked at health as something
preventive or curative, the younger
consumers consider health an
important part of their identity. In
fact, they believed that being healthy
ladders up to being confident,
optimistic and positive in life.
Therefore, we were very clear that
we wanted a rendition which is very
easy, comfortable and which we are
proud of,” says Sharma.
The other thing the brand found,

communicate. “Under the Tropicana
umbrella, we have a range of options
from ‘Total Veggies’ - that has a
combination of fruits and vegetables
- to ‘Nectars’ with various flavours.
So, the basic idea is to give you good
health, the way you want it,” says
Sharma.
He, however, maintains, “The
problem is that most of the juice
brands don’t communicate to the
young consumers, rather, only to

“The reason we
believe that Katrina
is a strong fit is
The brand will soon be launching a new
campaign for Tropicana Essentials. Katrina will because she is a youth
also be the face of Tropicana Essentials - IRON. icon and is one of the
fittest celebrities. It’s
consumers were taking,” informs ‘Health, My Way’ i.e. I want to be
for the first time that
Vineet Sharma - brand manager, healthy but I want it to be my way,”
shares Sharma.
Tropicana.
we have leveraged
Sharma believes juices, as
The brand thus came to the
on a celebrity for
conclusion that the youth of today a category, are the most healthy,
are looking out for something that is convenient and tasty form of getting
Tropicana.
tasty, nutritious and contemporary. nutrition and staying healthy.
“Quite unlike the older cohort That’s what the brand is trying to
VINEET SHARMA
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moms and kids. So, we are the first
brand in the category to communicate
to the younger consumers and talk
to them in the language that they
understand. We feel that our task is
to drive preference for Tropicana.”
ALL FOR A MASS APPEAL
The
‘#MyHealthMyWay’
campaign will be amplified through

a strategic 360-degree marketing
plan. It will be carried forward on
digital, outdoor and print.
“We are aiming to double our
distribution in smaller towns. We
believe outdoor ads and OOH will
play a major role in penetrating the
markets in smaller towns, while
TVCs and the digital legs will play
a key role in metro cities,” says
Sharma.
Katrina is best remembered for
the Tropicana Slice commercials.
So, afaqs! Reporter asked Sharma, if
having her for ‘#MyHealthMyWay’
campaign will do justice to the brand
as it is positioned more as a health
drink.
“Katrina has worked with us for
a very long time. In fact, it’s been
more than 10 years that she has been
associated with the brand. The reason
we believe that Katrina is a strong fit
is because she is a youth icon and is
one of the fittest celebrities. It’s for
the first time that we have leveraged
on a celebrity for Tropicana. And
we believe that it strongly brings
out the message of health which was
relatively more niche and something
of a metro phenomenon. So, in
terms of distribution we are going to
penetrate the market further,” says
Sharma.
But why did the brand choose a
Bollywood actor over other youth
icons such as PV Sindhu or Saina
Nehwal?
“We thought about it a lot.
PepsiCo already has PV Sindhu
as the brand ambassador for
Gatorade. It was a very conscious
call to choose someone from the
mainstream because Tropicana is a
far more fun and easy way of staying
healthy. Given her (Katrina’s) zeal
for fitness, despite a very demanding
work schedule, she is a great fit
for our new ‘My Health My Way’
campaign,” opines Sharma.
The brand will soon be launching
a new campaign for Tropicana
Essentials. Katrina will also be the
face of Tropicana Essentials - IRON.
She will be the face of the campaign
to increase awareness about the
unique product that is designed to
help bridge the gap in iron intake
among consumers who suffer from
iron deficiency. n
sunit.roy@afaqs.com
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VANI GUPTA

Talking Shop
The outgoing marketing director - Indian Snacks, Foods, PepsiCo India, gets candid. By Ashwini Gangal

S

because the advertising brief (JWT)
and the product creation went hand
in hand in this case.

urely a seasoned marketer, who has
worked across companies such as RB
(Reckitt Benckiser), Unilever and
PepsiCo, holds a few advertising briefs
close to her heart; Vani Gupta, outgoing
marketing director - Indian Snacks,
Foods, PepsiCo India, who has around
20 years of industry experience, spoke
to afaqs! Reporter about her favourites.
She also spoke about Kurkure, the
`1,000 crore brand she led at PepsiCo.
Edited Excerpts.
Tell me about three creative briefs
you wrote and are most proud of...
So let me start from my Reckitt
days. This was in 2004-05, around the
launch of Veet, a depilatory cream.
Back then, everything about that
category was very defensive. It was
in the ‘embarrassment zone’, and was
treated like a sanitary napkin; the
product would be packed in a black
plastic bag and handed over discreetly.
Our intent was to turn it into a ‘flaunt’
category and move the product from
the bottom shelf of the bathroom
to the dressing table. The brief to
the advertising agency — J. Walter
Thompson (JWT) — was exactly that.
And that’s why the advertising was
high on sex appeal. We got Katrina
Kaif on board.
We also wanted to premiumise the
category. We were launching Veet at
one and a half times the price of the
then category leader...
... Anne French?
Yes, it had about 85-90 per cent
market share at the time. In a year, we
beat them down to half their earlier
market share. That was a huge win
for us, because the global team had
a different view on strategy, more
specifically the market segment we
were going after.
Why so?
Because globally, Veet was
positioned as anti-razor. This was the
first time we went anti-cream.
The anti-razor market, we found,
was very limited, as the usage of
razors was relegated to the bikini
line and underarms. Hair removal
on the arms and legs was where the
money was. So our ad, with focus
on the arms and legs, and all the skin
show, was considered risqué at the
time. But I feel proud that we were
able to stand up to the global team
and take on creams. This became a

The unorganised market, I gather,
is only one source of competition
for you. The other two are rival
brands from the organised segment and local brands that are
strong in specific regions. How do
you tackle all three?
The unorganised market continues
to grow, but we cannot play that
game. Many retailers are willing to
trade the quality credentials of a brand
like Kurkure for a cheaper brand that
will give them higher trade margins.
Many consumers also make a similar
trade-off and pick up a product with a
bigger, shinier pack. There’s no point
fighting that mindset.
Kurkure, being the archetypal
Indian snacking brand, is equipped to
take on regional players, by addressing
local preferences and palates.

success model, a blueprint of sorts,
for all our emerging markets – for
packaging, pricing, merchandising,
in-store display, sales girl education,
leaflets, and so on.
That’s lovely. Now tell me about
your most memorable brief
at Unilever. You were based in
Bangkok for 3.5 years...
At Unilever, I launched a range of
hair care products for coloured hair,
for Sunsilk. Quite unlike markets
such as Singapore, in most of India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, the Philippines
and Indonesia, this segment was
small. It was big only for black colour
– which means, all the colouring was
happening for ‘defensive’ reasons
or grey coverage. Not much of the
colouring was in the fashion zone,
which is what we were interested in.
The psychology around both types
of colouring is very different. So the
brief was – to use this hair care range
to get consumers to make the journey
from the defensive to the fashion
stance.
We couldn’t do multiple advertising
copies for different countries. The
challenge was deciding whether to
develop a copy for grey coverage or a
copy for fashion. We had an intense

debate about it. We made one copy
(JWT) focused on our lead colour
burgundy; it was all about celebrating
hair colour. But because there
was resistance from the marketing
directors from the countries that drove
volumes from black hair colour, we
were forced to come up with a second
advertising copy for this segment of
consumers. But we did it with a twist
– we created an ad that celebrated the
fashion aspect of black hair colour.
Interesting. Now, on to snacks –
tell me about your favourite brief
at PepsiCo...
This was around the time we
launched Kurkure Puffed, in 2012. It
was a very difficult launch because a
large part of this pellet-based snacks
market is unorganised and has very
thin profit margins. Many local
players manufacture puffed snacks
on a small scale and sell their packets
within a small radius. This market
was growing fast and we were losing
market share. Also, all these players
put a toy in the bag.
That’s when we wrote a specific
product brief – the product itself
would have ‘play values’. Our
proposition was ‘Khelo Khalo’. I
loved the process of creating that brief

So is it fair to assume advertising is
your weapon of choice when fighting large rival brands... and that
it’s more of a distribution game
when tackling regional players?
Not necessarily. Even while
fighting large national brands, it’s not
just about advertising. If I don’t put
any money on air but make sure I’m
available in every shop in the country,
I have enough residual equity to
double my sales tomorrow. I don’t
have an issue with consumers not
recognising my brand.
Don’t forget that getting to the
outlet is also a challenge. After all,
the retailer should want to stock my
product. For this, one has to crack the
right trade rates. Every retailer has to
pick between strong brands that give
them lower margins and weak brands
that offer more profitability per packet
sold.
Yes, advertising plays a role here:
If I can reach a shop but don’t see
enough off-take velocity because
consumer preference is weak, I’ll end
up picking up expired stock from
that shop. And if I can’t reach a shop
where there is consumer preference
for my brand, it’s an opportunity
lost. So distribution and advertising
go hand in hand. There has to be
consumer pull for your brand... your
distribution machinery then feeds
that pull. n
ashwini.gangal@afaqs.com
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Is Traditional Advertising
Losing out on Creative Talent?
In today’s advertising and media landscape, what skill-sets must a creative director possess more than ever?

A quick look at what a few seniors said. By Anirban Roy Choudhury
KV SRIDHAR

founder,
HyperCollective

THE BEST CREATIVE MINDS ARE
NOT JOINING TRADITIONAL
ADVERTISING ANYMORE, BUT
ARE THEY MAKING CREATIVE

content? Yes, they are. Earlier, people
from design school would come and join
advertising now they are joining startups
or technology companies. Traditional ad
agencies believe that TV advertising is
the only form of advertising that exists everything else is nonsense. So, traditional
advertising agencies are no longer
attracting the best talent.
All the traditional ad agencies are under
bottomline pressure and have eliminated
senior management. Every month there
is an article saying some senior guy has
quit the organisation - in some cases, they
are asked to leave. Ad agencies are happy
working with junior people. But who will
guide the newcomers? Today you have a
copywriter and chief creative director who
are almost the same age, so how can you
mentor them?
A creative director today must possess
an open mindset to be able to adapt to
any evolution. One must know how to
tell a story across multiple channels and
to do that. If you block yourself to one
particular channel, you won’t succeed on
others and you become irrelevant.
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MANISH BHATT,

founder,
Scarecrow-M&C Saatchi

THE CREATIVE MINDS TODAY,
ARE FRAGMENTED AND
CONFUSED. THERE IS NOT MUCH
KNOWLEDGE OR GUIDANCE
given by the professionals in the industry.
You don’t expect the teachers to do that;
this is something the professionals in the
industry need to take into their own hands.
We need to guide them and then attract
them.
Grooming has decreased over the years;
once Mudra started MICA, Contract
Advertising had its training programs and
the investment in basic training, after
academics, has decreased. At Scarecrow,
we have our workshops, we also have a
one-month induction process for the ones
we hire from art schools and other colleges
and I personally look after that.
The essential characteristic that a
creative director must possess today
is patience. Advertising is an extremely
hardworking profession; if you have patience
and you can couple that with talent, hard
work and commitment, you will rock.

NARAYAN DEVANATHAN,

group executive and strategy officer,
Dentsu Brand Agencies, South Asia

RECENTLY, I HAD THE
OPPORTUNITY TO BE IN AN
INTERVIEWING PANEL AT XIC
AND ONE GIRL AND ONE GUY

stood out from the crowd, for me. I had
made the mistake of conducting the test
in English and the guy came to me and
asked me if he could answer in Hindi;
I said it’s my mistake I should have
given you the option myself. I told him
he could and he just flew through the
questions; he was so talented. I realised
we are missing out on such talent
because we are too English-centric.
I am not too sure if we are investing
enough, as seniors, in both attracting and
nurturing the talent. Today, there are so
many opportunities available and that
is why the best creative minds are not
joining advertising agencies anymore.
They can make more money outside
and the ones who are ready to sacrifice
money for creative opportunities;
advertising is not creating enough of that
either.
To ignore the past is what I think is
the most important skill-set one must
master. It is not about an ad, a banner
or any other form; it is about a creative
solution and one needs to get that
thought in.

o
GUEST ARTICLE

Food for Thought

Brands and the Amazon-Swara Bhasker storm! What should a brand do?
Karthik Srinivasan shares his views. By Karthik Srinivasan

I

n the recent spate of ‘You’re with
us or against us’ binaries, actor
Swara Bhasker found herself in
the centre of a controversy. She,
like many of the other celebrities,
participated in the social media-led
protests against the obstruction of
justice in the horrendous rapes in
Kathua and Unnao. The placard that
they held in the protest included the
word “Devi-sthan Temple”, which
is from the FIR filed in the ghastly
Kathua incident. The online crowd
was quick to note the inclusion of
a Hindu temple in the placard and
extrapolating that to be an insult to
Hinduism itself, called for a boycott
of a few actors whose films are due
for immediate release — Swara
Bhasker, Kareena Kapoor, Sonam
Kapoor, Kalki Koechlin and Huma
Qureshi, to be specific.
The boycott was initially meant
to be a clarion call for ‘Hindus’ to
not see films starring these actors.
One such film was a sitting duck
of sorts, involving three actors in
the list: Veere Di Wedding, starring
Sonam Kapoor, Kareena Kapoor
Khan and Swara Bhasker (not to be
confused with the Jimmy Shergill
and Pulkit Samrat starrer Veerey Ki
Wedding which released on March 1
and was ‘boycotted’ by the audience
for quality-related reasons). But,
before the June 1 boycott of Veere Di
Wedding could materialise, another
opportunity fell on the lap of the
outraged party: Swara Bhasker’s
Twitter-based promo of Amazon’s
IPL Chonkpur Cheetahs campaign.
So, Swara tweeted as part of the
campaign. The outragers noticed that
a brand is engaging her for a promo
and called for the brand to remove
Swara from the roster else they would
boycott the brand! Opinion pieces
were quickly written in support of
the motion and Amazon quietly
complied... by simply deleting the
tweet where they retweeted Swara’s
tweet! The outragers noticed this act
by Amazon and started celebrating.
But then, another thing happened.
Some people called out Amazon’s
lack of spine for not backing Swara
and used this as a call for boycotting
Amazon! That this second movement
didn’t catch enough traction for

Amazon to react again in some other
way perhaps comes as a relief to the
brand.
While Swara is in the eye of a
storm, Amazon is being threatened
with boycotts and app-uninstalls, for
both signing up Swara and for not
having a spine to support her! Here’s
your chance to pick an appropriate
idiom to describe the scenario the
brand is in:
Option 1: Between the rock and
a hard place
Option 2: Between the devil and
the deep blue sea
Experience dictates that option 1 is
safer. If you pick the second option,
you may be questioned, ‘Who is the
devil and who is the deep blue sea?’,
with the obvious follow-up, ‘How
dare you call X the devil?’.
The most famous Indian case
study on reputational dent to a brand
as an incidental occurrence to a

Brands use celebrities for
visibility, because their faces
and presence help the brand
communication to be consumed
more predictably in an increasingly
content-overdosed world. We have
long gotten over ‘trusting’ celebrities
with our purchase decision. We do
not necessarily believe that Shah
Rukh Khan drives an i10, Amitabh
Bachchan uses Lux Venus vests and
briefs, and Shilpa Shetty cleans her
own vessels with Exo dishwash bar,
enough to personally recommend it
to her neighbour. But we remember
these advertisements more than the
ones that do not feature celebrities.
But when the visibility-gathering
celebrity is under for fire for taking
a stand, that rubs off on the brand
now in unintended ways. So, what
can brands do? Sign up celebrities
who don’t open their mouth at all
outside of the screen? Or, drop the

Building a brand in India is a challenge as
unique as Ranveer Singh’s facial hairstyle.
celebrity’s utterances is the Aamir
Khan-Snapdeal imbroglio. Back
then, in November 2015, Aamir did
remain the brand’s ambassador, even
as many people either downvoted
Snapdeal’s app in the app store or
vowed to never watch Aamir Khan’s
films in the future. The brand chose
not to comment on the situation,
but they did not renew the actor’s
contract in February 2016. While
one could argue that Snapdeal’s
debilitating financial condition could
be the reason for the contract not
renewed, most media coverage on it
added a prominent mention of the
November 2015 social media protest.
So, people now have a way to
hurt brands as an indirect attack on
celebrities they don’t like. The idea
is to boycott products or uninstall
apps (both are not digitally visible
symbols of protest), or downvote
apps (mighty visible digitally in the
app stores, and through app reviews).
The key to all these protests is a lot
of people coming together to support
a cause. The Swara Bhasker case is an
interesting new twist because it has
fuelled the other side to fight back with
the same weapon-brand boycott.

celebrity in question when things
get ugly because of them? The end
result is that the brands avoid taking a
stand, either for or against a cause the
celebrities espouse, because both can
impact large consumer bases.
QUITE A CONUNDRUM!
It was always assumed that for both
brands and consumers, in the end,
it is all about value. For brands, the
celebrity offers the utility value of recall
and breaking the clutter. For consumers,
what they seek from brands is better
value, in the form of better pricing,
service and variety. That explains why
Salman Khan continues to endorse so
many brands despite his brush with the
law many times — it continues to work
for brands, there is not enough traction
for boycotts of one or more such brands
or those brands are good enough for
consumers to not bother about who they
use as brand ambassadors.
Remember, Aamir’s Dangal, that
released towards the end of 2016
(12 months after his ‘intolerance’
statement that led to Snapdeal being
slammed, along with an Aamirmovies boycott call) was his-and
Bollywood’s-most successful film

ever (including a smashing success
in China) and more recently, he
signed a mega endorsement deal with
the Chinese smartphone brand Vivo.
And, if Snapdeal is in doldrums
today, it is not because of its Aamir
Khan association; it may be more to do
with its prolonged marriage rumours
with Flipkart and Amazon, and fast
drying funding. On the same note, Vivo
hasn’t (yet) been affected by the Aamir
connection (though that may truly be
tested only if he makes another statement
that may potentially rile one segment of
people; chances are and going by history,
he may make such a statement around
August-September 2018, given that his
next film, Thugs of Hindostan releases
in November 2018).
Right now, the motto for brands
seems to be, ‘This too shall pass’.
But increasingly, staying away from
taking a stand and remain mute may
become more and more difficult for
brands, particularly because they are
being pushed from both sides of a
cause’s spectrum.
A more evolved consumers set
is seeking more than value, from
the brands they buy into. They are
asking that corporate CEOs (CEO
activism) and brands take a stand
and demonstrate their commitment
towards chosen causes. Two recent,
highly talked-about examples include
Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff’s stand
against the US state of Indiana in
the form of cancelled company events
and ‘economic sanctions’ if they didn’t
amend the state’s Religious Freedom
Act, and two of the largest investors in
Apple-New York-based Jana Partners
and the California State Teachers’
Retirement System (CalSTRS) who
collectively control $2bn of Apple
stock-urging the company to take
action against smartphone addiction
among children.
In a way, brands are now being
treated like elected representativeselected by votes vs. selected by
purchasing power-held accountable
and questioned for being silent. n
(The author is an independent
communications consultant on digital/
social media marketing & PR)
feedback@afaqs.com
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New campaigns across television, print, out-of-home and digital media.

VIDEOS
Rag rag mein

Daude city

THE MOST AUDACIOUS AD OF THE MONTH
be heard

DUREX

Durex launched ‘#IshqKeLakhonRang’
campaign, thereby announcing its entry
into the flavoured condom segment.
Creative Agency: Havas

FEVICOL EZEE SPRAY

Pidilite’s Fevicol released a TVC for its Ezee
Spray variant. Interestingly, while the product
has been present in the market for five years,
the brand has released its first TVC only now.
Creative Agency: Ogilvy & Mather, India

LINKEDIN

LinkedIn has launched this digital campaign
named ‘In It Together’ last month. The
ad captures the stories of professionals
who come from different walks of life on
LinkedIn.

FROOTI

MUNCH

HIMALAYAN SPARKLING

BISLERI FONZO

TASTY TREAT

GOIBIBO

Bisleri International’s new brand Bisleri Fonzo
has come up with this advertisement featuring
Mika Singh and critically acclaimed Bollywood
artist Akhilendra Mishra.
Creative Agency: FCB India

Tasty Treat, the snack brand from Future
Consumer, has launched a new minute-long
brand film. The campaign is a montage of our
current lives, where snacks add fresh flavours.
Creative Agency: Infectious

ICICI BANK

TROPICANA

VIVO

Parle Agro has rolled out the summer
campaign, #TheFrootiLife, for its mango drink,
Frooti. Set to a peppy background track the
film features brand ambassador Alia Bhatt.
Creative Agency: Sagmeister & Walsh

ICICI Bank has launched a minute-long digital
campaign titled ‘DoTheDifficult’. The ad film
highlights the difficult role a mother has to play
in the process of raising a healthy child.
Creative Agency: Ogilvy India

Nestlé MUNCH launched a special campaign
– MUNCH MyT20. The MUNCH MyT20 TV
commercial features Priya Prakash Varrier
as the protagonist who gets ‘free ka attitude’
with the MUNCH MyT20 attitude bands.

Tropicana, the juice brand from PepsiCo
has launched a new campaign ‘My
Health My Way’, celebrating the evolving
relationship of millenials with their health.
Creative Agency: J. Walter Thomson

Himalayan Sparkling has recently launched a
commercial titled ‘The Sound of Water’ which
depicts a unique packaging innovation for its
limited-edition ‘sound cap’ bottles.
Creative Agency: J. Walter Thompson

Goibibo, an online travel company, has
launched a first-of-its-kind campaign titled
‘Introducing goCash Fest’ featuring its brand
ambassador Deepika Padukone.
Creative Agency: Publicis Capital

Chinese smartphone brand Vivo has
released its first batch of ads with its new
ambassador Aamir Khan. The brand has
released three new TVCs for their newly
launched Vivo V9 smartphone.

PRINT
SOUTH INDIAN BANK
Women are craving for financial
independence like never
before and are becoming equal
contributors when it comes to
running a family. South Indian
Bank Mahila Udyog helps women
discover themselves in the world
of business with three variants
of the scheme.

B NATURAL

ITC’s B Natural came
up with a new print ad
‘#SAYNOTOCONCENTRATE’
on the eve of World Health
Day (April 7). The brand
is also asking their rival
brands such as Tropicana
and Real to join them in abandoning concentrates
from their juices and making juices only from fruits.

Got some great campaign that has been published recently? Upload it on afaqs! for the world to see.
Visit: www.afaqs.com/advertising/creative_showcase
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BURGER KING

Burger King has created
four pieces of print ads
titled ‘Fire Is Better - Top
Secret’ that convey the
concept ‘Fire is Better’.
The pieces seek to
compare actions done with or without fire, creating an
analogy with the brand positioning.

o

Post: Business Head
Company: IdeateLabs
Profile: Devising overall business
plan and corporate media strategy
for new and existing clients.
Researching/piloting new digital
channels to continually position
clients as a leader in the online/
digital marketing arena.
Exp: 8-10 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: careers@ideate.email
...........................................................
Post: Sr Account Manager - Business
Development Media Sales
Company: STRATEGIC EYE LLP
Profile: Hard Core Business
Development skills needed. Must
have knowledge of Advertising
Industry, Medium of Media
Services. Must have marketing team
handling experience. Achievement of
monthly, quarterly and annual sales
targets by generating revenue from
new and existing paid clients.
Exp: 4 to 7 years
Location: Noida
Email: deepika.strategiceye@gmail.
com
...........................................................
Post: Sr. Copy Writer (candidates
residing in Mumbai should only
apply)
Company: Thoughtrains Designs
Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate should be
proficient in English Language
and Grammar (Both written and
spoken). S/he should be able to
convert client briefs into incredible
ideas of communication; be a team
player with capacity to work closely
with Art Directors, Visualisers,
Designers and Jr. Copywriters.
Exp: 4 to 10 years
Location: Navi Mumbai
Email: hr@thoughtrains.com
...........................................................
Post: Social Media Executive
Company: Things2doinMumbai
Profile: Oversees all company
social media accounts management;
develop engaging, creative,
innovative content for regularly
scheduled posts, which enlighten
and engage target audiences.
Exp: 0-1 years
Location: Mumbai

Email: recruitment@
things2doinmumbai.com
...........................................................

Location: New Delhi
Email: hr@centumad.com
...........................................................

Post: PPC Manager
Company: Adworth Media Pvt Ltd
Profile: The individual must have
experience of directly creating and
managing large PPC campaigns
including set up, bidding, daily
campaign management, reporting,
and analysis. Extensive experience
with Google, Bing and Facebook
will be required.
Exp: 3 to 5 years
Location: Gurgaon
Email: info@adworthmedia.org
...........................................................

Post: Account Executive
Company: Thinkpot Advertising
Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate should
possess excellent communication
skill — both written and verbal. S/he
should be capable of independently
handling client interactions,
understanding their brief and
coordinating with the creative
department accordingly.
Exp: 2 to 5 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: delhi@thinkpotadvt.com
...........................................................

Post: Creative Graphic Designer
cum Visualiser
Company: Patch Creative Unit
Profile: Excellent designing skills,
good visualization, creativity skills;
be responsible for making layouts
for brouchers, catalogues, mailers,
posters, packaging, logo, promotional
designs, etc.
Exp: 2 to 3 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: cv@patchcreativeunit.com
...........................................................
Post: Associate Creative Director
(Art)
Company: Organic BPS Private
Limited
Profile: Senior level person, educated
preferably from an art college
with work experience in reputed
advertising agency/design firm;
ability to work/think independently,
excellent design sense as well as
ideation qualities, passionate about
delivering brand solutions.
Exp: 6 to 8 years
Location: Kochi
Email: jobs@organicbps.com
...........................................................
Post: Tender Executive
Company: Centum Advertising &
Marketing Pvt Ltd
Profile: Filling online and offline
tenders, good knowledge of
e-tenders and documentation;
should have worked in a reputed
advertising agency with an
experience and administrative work
as well.
Exp: 2 to 3 years

Post: Client Servicing Executive
(Preferably from Science
Backround)
Company: IDEASATUNO
Healthcare Communication
Profile: Independently interface
with pharma clients and execute
brand campaigns. Build strong client
relationships. Ability to conceptualise
effective brand communication
strategies and the sensibilities to
appreciate path-breaking creative
ideas.
Exp: 2 to 3 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: sonika@ideasatuno.com,
hormazd@ideasatuno.com
...........................................................

media familiarity and having handled
clients across various verticals will be
an asset.
Exp: 2 to 4 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: hr@mxadvertising.com
...........................................................
Post: Senior Visualisor
Company: Hotstuff Advertising |
Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate should be
able to understand, think on creative
briefs and deliver. S/he should
also have knowledge of events set
designing, be well-versed with
design softwares.
Exp: 4 to 5 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: jobs@hotstuffbuzz.com
...........................................................
Post: Client Service Executive / Sr.
Client Service Executive
Company: Momentum
Communications I Pvt Ltd
Profile: Developing and maintaining
healthy relationship with existing
clients; handling queries efficiently
on mails, phones, as well as in
meetings; managing customer
centric operations and ensuring
customer satisfaction by achieving
delivery and service quality norms.
Exp: 1-5 years
Location: Gurgaon
Email: hrd@momentum.co.in

Post: Social Media Strategist
Company: Heyday Communications
Profile: We are looking for dedicated
and experienced professional for
the post of social media strategist,
following are the professional skills
we will be needing in a candidate
- Social Media Management of
the all present platform, develop,
implement and manage social media
strategy.
Exp: 2 to 6 years
Location: Delhi
Email: hr@heydaycommunications.net
...........................................................
Post: Sr. Client Servicing Executives
Company: MX Advertising Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate should be
capable of independently handling
client requirements. A quick thinker
with great communication skills,
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>> MOVEMENTS/APPOINTMENTS<<
ADVERTISING
Initiative

Initiative, part of the Interpublic Group’s
media management network IPG
Mediabrands has announced a major
restructuring. Vaishali Verma, chief
operating officer, Initiative has been
promoted as the chief executive officer
of the agency. Verma will report to
Shashi Sinha, CEO, IPG Mediabrands
India and will oversee the entire India
operations.

Publicis India

Publicis India has announced the
appointment of Russell John as vice
president - strategy. Based out of
Mumbai, John will play a key role
in shaping ideas and insights and
nurturing growth for a number of
brands for the agency. He will report
to Sudeep Gohil, CSO and managing
partner, Publicis India.

Publicis Media

Publicis Media has appointed Ankush
Talwar as head, Data Sciences. Talwar
joins from Neo@Ogilvy where he was

News18.com has appointed Ashish
Naik as national sales head. Naik
comes with over 17 years of experience
in media sales and has formerly
worked with organisations such as Tata
Infomedia, BCCL, Business Standard
and NDTV Media. Prior to joining
News18.com, Naik worked with
Times Internet as national sales head.

Rajasthan Patrika

Pankaj Belwariar has joined Rajasthan
Patrika as head of marketing, North.
He was previously working with Sakal
Media Group as vice president sales.
He has around 26 years of experience.
In the past he has worked with The
Times of India (Patna), Amar Ujala,
and Malayala Manorama.

Firstpost

Firstpost has brought Anurag Iyer
on board as the head of revenue and
strategy. Iyer’s responsibilities will
include managing the revenue and
brand solution strategy for all brands
including Firstpost.com, Tech2,
Firstpost studios and Faking News.

Cartoon Network

Cartoon Network has promoted
Vishnu Athreya to senior vice president
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DIGITAL
VP and head of Analytics and Insights.
Talwar has a diverse experience across
organisations such Inductis, Amex,
Accenture, Flipkart.

Leo Burnett

Leo Burnett India has announced two
key elevations in its senior leadership.
The agency has elevated Dheeraj
Sinha and Rajdeepak Das to Managing
Directors. Dheeraj and Raj currently
serve as the Chief Strategy Officer and
Chief Creative Officer, Leo Burnett
South Asia, respectively. The duo will
continue to be based out of Mumbai
and will report to Saurabh Varma,
CEO, Publicis Communications,
India. Their new roles are in addition
to their current responsibilities.

Publicis India

Publicis India has announced the
appointment of Ishrath Nawaz as
executive creative director. He will be
based out of Mumbai and report to
Bobby Pawar, CCO and MD - South
Asia, Publicis India.

MEDIA
News18.com

people

programming. Previously, he worked
with the company as vice president
programming. Based out of Atlanta,
Athreya will report to Rob Sorcher,
chief content officer, Cartoon Network.
Athreya joined Cartoon Network in
2014 as vice president.

Exposure Media Marketing

Exposure Media Marketing has
appointed Aindrila Mitra as editor of
Travel+Leisure India and South Asia
which is a luxury travel title. Mitra
assumes all aspects and responsibilities
of the brand, within all channels and
platforms of the magazine. Mitra
comes to Travel+Leisure India &
South Asia with 14 years of experience
in fashion, luxury, and lifestyle sectors;
both print and digital. Most recently,
Mitra spearheaded the Indian licence of
Ziff-Davis owned AskMen.com portal.

TVF

The Viral Fever (TVF) has appointed
Vivek Saxena as north head for brand
partnerships. At TVF, Saxena will be
responsible for identifying and building
new revenue streams, along with
fostering deeper brand relationships.
He will also help synergize the branded
entertainment business for TVF
network’s channels, ensuring speedier

LinkedIn

LinkedIn’s Akshay Kothari has
been promoted to a new position
of head, international product,
LinkedIn. He will be based in
Bangalore. Kothari who joined
LinkedIn in 2013, will continue
to serve as the country manager
for LinkedIn’s Indian market in
addition to his new role.

Facebook

Facebook’s Saurabh Doshi has
been recently promoted to a
new role. He will now head
entertainment partnerships,
Asia-Pacific
at
Facebook.
Previously, he was heading

Facebook’s videos and media
partnership in India and South
Asia. He is based in Singapore.
In his new role, Doshi will be
responsible for markets covering
South East Asia, Japan, Korea,
India, and China, among others.

IndiGo Airlines

Nitin Sethi, vice president
product design and user
experience, Quikr, has quit the
company. April 13 was his last day
with the brand. Sethi has joined
IndiGo Airlines as vice president
digital. Sethi specialises in digital
transformation and comes with
over 18 years of experience.

MARKETING
Big FM

Shipra Srivastava has joined
BIG FM as head of marketing.
Prior to this she worked with
OLX for more than five years
where her last role was that of
director of marketing. She is
an alumnus of Amity School
of Communication, Noida.

American Express

American Express has recently
appointed Shilpi Kapoor
as
director,
marketing.
Previously, Kapoor was
heading
marketing
and
communication at Groupe
Renault. She is based in
Gurugram.

Britannia

Badri Beriwal has joined
back Britannia Industries
as the company’s category
head. Beriwal is based out of
Bangalore currently. Prior
to this, he served as the
marketing head in Stanley

decision-making, optimising
the price benefits for brand
partners and delivering on
TVF’s commitment towards
providing exceptional media
experience to its fans.

Zee

Kaushik Dedhia joins Zee
as head global audience
digital and he will be based
out of Mumbai. Prior to

Black & Decker, Inc.for a
year. He has also worked with
sauce and condiments startup
Veeba Foods, GSK Consumer
Healthcare India and Walmart
previously.

Toshiba Software India

Toshiba Software, a subsidiary
of Toshiba Corporation has
announced the appointment
of Takashi Ishikawa as its new
managing director. Ishikawa
is appointed to lead Toshiba
Software across the company’s
software solution business in
the country.

Paytm

In a recent development,
Neeraj Ranjan joins Paytm
as general manager (mobile
marketing). Earlier, he was
working
with
AdVoice
Advertising. An MBA in
Marketing and HR from
Bangalore University, Ranjan
will be based out of Mumbai.

this, Dedhia was working
with Alibaba Group as
associate director- operations
UC Web IN, Alibaba
Mobile Business Group.
Having around 14 years of
experience, Dedhia worked
with a lot of companies
including
Everymedia,
Culture Machine, fame
Digital, Walt Disney, and
Shemaroo.

` 1,800 (+ tax@12%)
` 3,120 (+ tax@12%)
*Prices indicated above are exclusive of applicable taxes (@12%)
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JUST BECAUSE IT FITS
DOESN'T MEAN IT WORKS.
Many radio stations can find their way
into your media plan. But not all will deliver.
To create the right impact, partner with
MY FM and make full use of our strong
city connect.
NOBODY UNDERSTANDS
OUR 30 MARKETS BETTER THAN US.

